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Abstract
Objective.The aims of this study were (1) to evaluate the severity of buccal caries lesions according to the International Caries
Detection and Assessment System (ICDAS) criteria via scoring buccal caries lesions on digital photographs at the time of
de-bonding and (2) to compare this method with clinical examination. Materials and methods. In total, 89 patients treated
with upper and lower fixed appliances were clinically examined immediately after de-bonding by the first author and buccal
caries were scored according to the ICDAS-II. Close-up digital photographs were taken of 245 teeth with different
buccal caries lesion scores according to the ICDAS-II. Thirteen postgraduate orthodontics students independently scored
the buccal caries lesions in the digital photographs using the modified clinical criteria (ICDAS-II). Intra- and inter-examiner
reliabilities were evaluated by calculating the weighted kappa. To evaluate the validity of diagnosing the severity of buccal caries
lesions using digital photographs compared to clinical examination, Spearman’s correlation coefficient was calculated.
Results. Intra-examiner reliability and the reliability between each examiner and the clinical examination showed moder-
ate-to-excellent agreement, with kappa values of 0.52–0.83. Scoring buccal caries lesions via clinical examinations and scoring
via photographs were well correlated according to the modified ICDAS-II criteria (Spearman’s correlation coefficient, 0.76).
Conclusions. Thus, scoring buccal caries lesions on digital photographs according to ICDAS-II criteria is a reliable and valid
method for assessing the severity of buccal caries lesions.
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Introduction

Enamel decalcification is a major clinical problem in
treatment with fixed orthodontic appliances [1].
Although the prevalence of white spot lesions (WSLs)
varies widely, it is disturbingly high [2]. The causes
of this variation includedifferent examinationmethods,
local environmental factors such as fluoride adminis-
tration during treatment and the inclusion or exclusion
of developmental enamel lesions [3].
Orthodontic patients are more susceptible to the

development of WSLs than untreated patients due to
the presence of brackets, bands and arch-wires,
which hamper oral hygiene measures and increase
plaque-retention sites [4,5]. Such initial enamel

decalcifications can be observed as early as 4 weeks
after applying a fixed orthodontic appliance [6]. For
the clinician, it is important to detect these lesions in
the early phases of orthodontic treatment to avoid
further breakdown. Photographs are typically taken
before, during and after orthodontic treatment and
might be a helpful tool for detecting the progression of
WSLs during treatment.
Clinical detection of WSLs is primarily performed

using traditional methods, such as visual inspection
after air drying and tactile examination by dental
probing. However, due to a lack of reproducibility
and because only significantly advanced lesions can
be detected using this method, several optical
devices have been introduced over the past several
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decades [7,8]. The International Caries Detection
and Assessment System (ICDAS) is a visual classifi-
cation system that was developed in 2003 to allow
standardized data collection with respect to caries
lesions [9]. Later, the criteria were modified and
the ICDAS-II, which uses a 7-point scoring system
to describe the extent of caries lesions, was introduced
[10]. Further, measurements of WSLs using different
image processing techniques and digitally converted
photographs were suggested and various researchers
have confirmed the reproducibility and reliability of
these methods [11–14]. Comparing polarized vs non-
polarized photographs showed that the use of a cross-
polarizing filter decreases the accompanying flash
reflection on digital images, thereby improving the
subjective assessment of demineralized lesions sur-
rounding an orthodontic bracket and enhancing the
reproducibility of demineralization area measure-
ments [15].
To our knowledge, researchers have never

attempted to diagnose the severity of buccal caries
according to the ICDAS-II criteria using visual
examination of photographs and have not compared
this method with the clinical examination of buccal
caries using the same criteria. Thus, the objectives of
our study were to (1) evaluate the severity of buccal
caries lesions according to the ICDAS-II criteria via
scoring buccal caries lesions on digital photographs at
the time of fixed orthodontic appliance removal and
(2) compare this method with clinical examination.
The null hypothesis is that visual examination for
assessing the severity of buccal caries lesions on
digital photographs is not a reliable and valid
method.

Materials and methods

Sample and photographic technique

Photographs were selected from 10 close-up photo-
graphs taken for each of 89 patients representing
buccal caries lesions with different scores according
to the clinical examination criteria (ICDAS-II)
(Figure 1). A power analysis was performed to esti-
mate the sample size of photographs. To achieve an
accuracy of 80 ± 5% for detecting different buccal
caries lesion scores on digital photographs according
to the modified ICDAS-II criteria, a minimum of
245 photographs was required. Photographs includ-
ing environmental and developmental alterations,
such as enamel hypoplasia, fluorosis and stains on
the teeth, were excluded.
All patients were free of any caries lesions before

receiving orthodontic treatment. The teeth were
examined at the time of de-bonding after orthodontic
treatment with upper and lower fixed appliances
[16]. Immediately after de-bonding and removal of
the remaining resin, the teeth were cleaned using a

rubber cup and pumice paste to remove plaque and
extrinsic stains. Subsequently, the facial surfaces
were dried and clinical registration of buccal caries
scores was performed according to the ICDAS-II.
The first author (N.A.) performed all the clinical
registrations.
Close-up digital photographs were then taken

using a digital camera (Nikon D60, Nikon corpora-
tion, Japan) with a macro objective lens (105 mm
F2.8 DG macro, SIGMA, Japan), a ring flash
(EM-140DG, SIGMA, Japan) and a polarizing filter.
Additionally, a cross-polarizing technique was
applied [15]. The image quality of the camera was
set to ‘fine’ and the ISO sensitivity was set to 200. All
images were saved as Joint Photographic Experts
Group (JPEG) files. Standardized digital photo-
graphs were taken perpendicular to the facial surfaces
of the anterior and premolar teeth. A constant dis-
tance was always maintained between the tooth
surface and the lens by locking the lens and moving
the camera until focus was achieved.

Examination of digital photographs

Thirteen postgraduate students with at least 2 years of
experience as general practitioners from the Specialist
Clinic of Orthodontics, Public Dental Service, Västra
Götaland, University Clinics, Odontologen, Gothen-
burg, Sweden, participated independently in the
evaluation of buccal caries lesions in 245 digital
photographs using the modified clinical criteria
(ICDAS-II). In the original ICDAS-II criteria, the
only difference between scores 1 and 2 is whether the
tooth is dry or wet and all photographs in this study
were taken when the teeth were dry. Thus, scores
1 and 2 were merged and a modified ICDAS-II was
used (Figure 1). These 245 photographs were given
different scores according to the modified ICDAS-II,
where scores 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 were represented in
40.0%, 30.6%, 12.2%, 12.2%, 4.6% and 0.4% of the
photographs, respectively. The photographs were
cropped to equal sizes and shown to the 13 examiners
in a random order.
A standard protocol was used for evaluating colour

digital photographs (showing one tooth/photograph)
by applying modified ICDAS-II scores. Calibrated
screens in a dark room were used and all observers
performed the scoring early in the morning. A lecture
was presented before the scoring was performed for
calibration purposes and a manual with explanations
of the modified ICDAS-II scores combined with a
chart was given to each examiner (Figure 2). The
examiners were instructed to record the worst score if
there were more than two different scores on the same
photograph and to record only what they observed,
regardless of the number of photographs with the
same scores.
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0. Sound tooth surface: there should
be no evidence of caries or WSL.
staining will be recored as sound.

1. White discoloration without cavitation or
shadowing from dentin.

4. Distinct cavity with visible dentin.
cavitation in opaque or discolored enamel
exposing the dentin beneath.

5. Extensive distinct cavity with visible
dentin. an extensive cavity involves at least
half of a tooth surface or possibly reaching the
pulp.

3. Underlying dark shadow from
dentin with or without localized
enamel breakdown. this lesion
appears as a shadow of discolored
dentin visible through the enamel
surface beyond the white or brown spot
lesion, which may or may not show
signs of localized breakdown. this
appearance is a darkening and intrinsic
shadow, which may be grey, blue or
brown in color.

2. Localized enamel breakdown with no
visible dentin. there is carious loss of surface
integrity without visible dentin.

Figure 1. The Modified International Caries Detection and Assessment System (Modified ICDAS-II). All photos were taken by the main
author (N.A).

No
Score = 0

No
Score = 1

Yes
Score = 3

Yes
Score = 5

No
Score = 2

No
Score = 4Yes

more than 1/2 of
the tooth

Yes
is there

cavitation

Yes
is dentin

exposed?

No
is there

shadowingAny
discoloration

seen

Figure 2. Decision chart for different scores of buccal surface caries.
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To evaluate the intra-examiner reliability, photo-
graphs of buccal caries lesions were examined in two
sessions with an interval of 2 weeks between the
sessions. The reliability for each examiner’s observa-
tions of photographs and the clinical examination was
calculated. To evaluate the validity of diagnosing the
severity of buccal caries lesions using digital photo-
graphs, the clinical examination was considered as the
gold standard. In a previous evaluation, the first
author (N.A) showed excellent intra-examiner and
inter-examiner reliability with another co-author in
the clinical examination using the ICDAS-II criteria,
with kappa values of 0.88 and 0.87, respectively [17].

Statistical analysis

All data were analysed using the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 20 (IBM, SPSS,
Statistics, Chicago). The weighted kappa values were
calculated to evaluate the intra-examiner reliability and
the reliability between each examiner and the clinical
examination. Cross-tabulation was applied to evaluate
the correlation between clinical examination of buccal
caries lesions and examination of digital photographs
of the lesions using the ICDAS-II criteria by calculat-
ing Spearman’s correlation coefficient.

Results

A total of 6370 observations (3185 in each session)
were performed to examine 245 photographs for the
presence of buccal caries lesions using the modified
ICDAS-II criteria. Figure 3 shows the intra-examiner
reliability: The kappa value ranged between 0.52–
0.83. When registering the different buccal caries
lesion scores on digital photographs according to
the modified ICDAS-II criteria, one examiner
showed a kappa value of 0.52 (i.e. moderate agree-
ment), whereas the remaining 12 examiners showed
kappa values between 0.65–0.83, which represent
substantial-to-excellent agreement [18].
Toevaluate thereliabilitybetweeneachexaminerand

the clinical examinations, the first session of scoring
using digital photographs was considered. Figure 4
shows the reliability between each examiner and the
clinical examinations (gold standard); the kappa value
rangedbetween0.52–0.80.Onlytwoexaminersshowed
agreementbelow65%,whereas the remaining11exam-
iners showed agreement between 65–80%, which is
classified as being substantial to almost perfect
agreement according to Landis and Koch [18].
To study the correlation between the clinical exam-

inations and visual scores using photographs of buccal
caries lesions according to the modified ICDAS-II

0.9
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Figure 3. Weighted Kappa values of the intra-examiner reliability for 13 examiners.
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Figure 4. Weighted Kappa values of the reliability between each one of the 13 examiners’ observations on photographs and the clinical
examination, i.e. the golden standard.
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criteria, the first observations of all examiners were
merged and compared to the clinical examinationusing
cross-tabulation (Table I), from which Spearman’s
correlation coefficient was calculated to be 0.76. The
correlation was based on the agreement of the registra-
tiononphotographs toward the clinical registration,but
not vice versa.Therewas79.5%agreementbetween the
scoring on digital photographs and the clinical exami-
nationwith respect to evaluation of healthy teeth as well
as teeth with white discoloration without cavitation or
shadowing from dentin (scores of 0 and 1). Moreover,
this agreement increased when evaluating scores of
4 and 5 (94.4% and 100% agreement, respectively).
However, the agreement between the scoring on digital
photographs and the clinical examination decreased for
scores of 2 and 3, with 37.2% and 49.0% agreement,
respectively.
To evaluate whether the teeth were healthy or had

lesions regardless of the severity, scores of 1–5 were
merged. Using the merged scores, there was a 93.8%
chance of detecting buccal caries lesions on
photographs compared to the clinical examination
(Table II) and Spearman’s correlation coefficient
was calculated to be 0.76.

Discussion

This study revealed that scoring buccal caries lesions
on digital photographs according to ICDAS criteria is

a reliable and valid method for detecting the severity
of buccal caries lesions. In this study, special camera
settings were applied that might not be the routine
procedure when photographs are taken for orthodon-
tic patients; however, the conventional intra-oral
photographs taken for orthodontic patients may still
be useful for evaluating the incidence and extent of
WSLs [19].
The fact that the photographs in our study were

taken after de-bonding may facilitate visual examina-
tion of the photographs; however, a previous study
showed that the presence of brackets did not affect the
examination of WSLs on photographs [14]. In addi-
tion, the photographs in the current study were taken
perpendicular to the facial surfaces because the reli-
ability for measuring WSLs on photographs taken at a
90� angle was found to be better compared with
photographs taken at >20� perpendicular to the buccal
surface [11,14]. Thirteen calibrated screens were
used to ensure that the examiners utilize exactly the
same measurements to standardize the method for
direct visual examination of photographs. The first
session of photograph scoring was utilized for com-
parison with the clinical examinations; the second
session was performed to evaluate the intra-examiner
reliability. The second scoring session showed slight
improvement with respect to correlation with the
clinical examination, with an increase in Spearman’s
correlation coefficient from 0.76–0.79. This result is
to be expected due to the training effect.
The data presented in this study showed very good

intra-examiner reliability for visual examination of buc-
cal caries lesionsondigitalphotographsaccording to the
modified ICDAS-II criteria. The majority of the
13 independent examiners showed more than 75%
agreement (Figure 3). These findings are in agreement
with those of Enaia et al. [20], who showed that intra-
examiner reliability rangedbetween48–95%.However,
Enaia et al. evaluatedWSLsusing different criteria, and
only three independent examiners were involved.
According to Landis and Koch [18], intra-examiner

Table I. The cross-tabulation between clinical registration and observations on photographs using modified ICDAS-II, from which
Spearman’s correlation coefficient was calculated to be 0.76. The correlation is a column percentage to evaluate the agreement of the
registration on photographs toward the clinical registration and not vice versa.

Clinical registration

Score 0 1 2 3 4 5 Total

Photographs 0 1013 60 32 26 0 0 1131

1 196 776 128 94 0 0 1194

2 44 41 145 56 3 0 289

3 21 97 68 191 4 0 381

4 0 1 16 22 135 0 174

5 0 0 1 1 1 13 16

Total 1274 975 390 390 143 13 3185

Table II. The cross-tabulation between clinical examination and
observations on photographs using modified ICDAS-II to detect
whether teeth are healthy or affected by lesion, regardless of the
severity of the lesion.

Clinical registration

Lesions No Yes Total

Photographs No 1013 (79.5%) 118 (6.2%) 1131

Yes 261 (20.5%) 1793 (93.8%) 2054

Total 1274 1911 3185
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agreement of 41–60% represents moderate agreement,
61–80% represents substantial agreement and greater
than 80% represents nearly perfect intra-examiner
agreement. Several studies [11–14] have investigated
the intra-examiner reliability based on different image-
processing software techniques, showing agreement
between81–98%.However, thesefindingsdonot apply
to our current investigation, which was based on the
visual examination of digital photographs.
The present study showed moderate-to-excellent

reliability [18] for the scoring of buccal caries on
digital photographs for each examiner compared
with clinical examinations. These findings are in
agreement with those of Chapman et al. [19], who
showed excellent agreement between direct clinical
examination and visual examination on photographs,
with an intra-class correlation coefficient of 0.88.
Nevertheless, Chapman et al. did not consider the
severity of WSLs, only one examiner investigated the
WSLs and the sample included the anterior teeth of
only 10 patients.
The current investigation demonstrated good

agreement between visual examination of digital
photographs and clinical examination of healthy teeth,
teeth with white discoloration without cavitation or
underlying shadowing and teeth with distinct cavita-
tion with visible dentin (i.e. modified ICDAS-II
scores 0, 1, 4 and 5; Figure 1), likely because the
detection of sound teeth and teeth with exposed
dentin is simple. In addition, the 100% agreement
for score 5 lesions may have occurred because this
score indicates an obvious lesion in which more than
half of the tooth is decayed. However, only one tooth
was clinically scored as 5, implying that there was only
one photograph in that category.
We found that 10% of score 1 lesions examined

clinically were given score 3 on the photographs and
that 24% of score 3 lesions examined clinically were
given score 1 on the photographs. However, neither of
these lesions show cavitation, and most score 3 lesions
are accompanied by score 1 lesions. Nonetheless, the
examiners were instructed to register the worst score
during photograph scoring. The data in this study
showed relatively low agreement between clinical
examination and photographic scoring with respect
to score 2 lesions. However, score 2 lesions show
enamel breakdown, which is easier to detect clinically
using the dental explorer. Overall, we believe that
diagnosing the severity of buccal caries lesions on
digital photographs is a valuable diagnostic tool for
evaluating the progression of WSLs during orthodon-
tic treatment; further histological studies are needed
to confirm this finding.

Conclusion

The null hypothesis was rejected. Scoring buccal
caries lesions on digital photographs according to

ICDAS-II criteria is a reliable and valid method for
assessing the severity of buccal caries lesions.
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